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Welcome Teachers!
Thank you for choosing to bring your class to StoryBook Theater’s production of Winnie the Pooh. We’re confident that you’ll find our 
show entertaining and educational. We have created this packet for you to help make seeing our play an even richer learning experience 
for your students. We have included some pre-show preparatory reading materials and a few post-show activities and games. All of our 
exercises were carefully developed to meet the Washington State Learning Standards in Arts, Communication, Reading, Writing, and 
Math. Not all activities may be practical for your particular grade level, so feel free to pick and choose, as well as modify from the activities 
below to best meet your classroom’s learning needs. They’re not meant to be followed to the letter, but to be used as ideas for your own 
classroom’s creative dynamic. Have fun and enjoy the play!

Story Synopsis
The story begins with all the characters welcoming us, the audience, 
to the Hundred Acre Wood where Winnie the Pooh lives with his 
many friends. It’s Monday morning in the Hundred Acre Wood...or 
maybe it’s another day of the week. Pooh is a silly bear and is not 
sure. Pooh and his friend Piglet are deciding what to do when they 
discover footprints. Pooh begins to track the footprints and soon 
discovers that there are two sets of footprints! Pooh asks for Piglet’s 
help tracking the footprints, which he guesses might belong to two 
Woozles, animals that are like weasels. As they continue tracking, 
the two sets of footprints turn into three, then four, and they are all 
mixed together. They guess that there might be more than Woozles. 
There might be Wuzzles and Wizzles too! Piglet gets frightened so he 
makes up an excuse and runs away. Christopher Robin enters and 
shares that he was watching Pooh and Piglet the whole time walking 
round and around. He asks Pooh what they were doing. Pooh realizes 
there were never any Woozles at all and they were following their 
own footprints the whole time! Pooh shares that Piglet was a good 
friend for hunting Woozles with him even though he got frightened. 
Christopher Robin and Pooh agree to be friends forever. They part 
ways as Pooh searches for a pot of honey.

It is a new day and Rabbit is in search of an answer to every question. 
Pooh finds him and asks for his help finding some honey. Rabbit says 
“No” because he is testing that as the answer to everything. But, when 
Pooh asks if Rabbit is his dear friend, Rabbit cannot answer “No”. Pooh 
shares that if all the questions had the same answers it would be 
lonely, because we could not ask our friends new questions. Eeyore 
enters and shares that he is feeling sad. Pooh realizes that Eeyore’s 
tail is missing! Pooh and Rabbit decide Eeyore’s tail must have been 
stolen. Pooh decides that he will find Eeyore’s tail while Rabbit 
decides to write a list of all the places it might be. Eeyore then runs 
into Piglet and Christopher Robin and asks them if they have found 
what is missing. They do not know that Eeyore is referring to his tail 
and Piglet starts to worry that Pooh has gone missing. Christopher 
Robin and Piglet set off on a quest to find Pooh together. Meanwhile, 
Pooh arrives at Owl’s House and shares that he is looking for Eeyore’s 
tail. Owl suggests that Pooh write a notice about the missing tail 
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to share with every creature in the woods. Owl shares his new 
“bell-rope” that he found in the woods. Pooh realizes that the 
“bell-rope” is Eeyore’s tail! Pooh thanks Owl for helping him find 
Eeyore’s tail before bringing the tail back to Eeyore. Eeyore is 
happy that his tail has been returned. Christopher Robin and 
Piglet are happy that they found Pooh. They all celebrate their 
successes and friendship together. 

It is a new day and Eeyore is feeling sad again. Pooh finds out that 
it is Eeyore’s birthday and he has not received anything! Pooh 
tells Eeyore to stay right there and leaves in search of a present 
for Eeyore. Pooh runs into Piglet and shares that it is Eeyore’s 
birthday. Piglet decides to get a balloon for Eeyore and Pooh 
decides to give him a pot of honey. As Pooh is traveling back 
with the honey pot, he gets hungry so he stops to eat the honey, 
forgetting that it is Eeyore’s present. Rabbit comes by and tries 
to help by listing all the things Pooh could get Eeyore instead of 
the honey pot. Pooh decides to give him the empty pot as it may 
be useful to keep things in. Pooh runs into Owl and asks him to 
write “Happy Birthday” on the pot. Owl writes “Happy Birthday 
with Love from Pooh” on the pot. Meanwhile, Piglet is rushing 
back with the balloon and trips! The balloon 
pops. Piglet explains what happened 
and Eeyore accepts the popped 
balloon as his present. Pooh 
then brings Eeyore the 
pot and Eeyore finds the 
popped balloon fits in 
the pot perfectly. Even 
though the gifts are not 
perfect, Eeyore is happy 
that his friends thought 
of him on his day. All 
the characters celebrate 
Eeyore’s birthday 
and their friendship 
together. 
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BEFORE THE SHOW:
Here are some ways to prepare your class to see the play.

•	 It’s	a	good	idea	to	have	students	eat	a	snack	and	use	the	
restroom before the show starts, so they are not distracted 
during the play.

•	 Get	your	students	excited	about	the	show	by	sharing	your	
knowledge and excitement!  Reading a story book version of 
the play is helpful so students can identify characters in the 
play and generate more discussion after seeing the production.

•	 Make	sure	students	understand	that	what	they	will	see	on	stage	
is make-believe, and that the actors in the costumes are safe 
people.  This is important with potentially scary characters.

•	 Encourage	your	students	to	be	active	audience	members.		
All StoryBook Theater performances include some audience 
participation, such as singing, laughing and clapping.  There 
may be times when the characters on stage speak directly to 
the audience and ask questions.  There are some times when 
the actors will be talking only to each other, and that’s when 
the audience should be quiet.

•	 Try	out	a	few	of	the	activities	in	this	guide!		They	are	designed	
to make your StoryBook Theater experience last longer than 
the 55-minute show.

Character List  
•	Winnie the Pooh
•	Piglet
•	Eeyore

Setting
Various Places in the Hundred Acre Wood
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The activities that follow will incorporate these important  
terms and concepts: 
•	Character  –  the “who” in a play, which can be a person,  
 creature, or thing

•	Setting  –  the “where” of a play, including the time and  
 place in which the action occurs

•	Action –   the ”what” of a play;  incidents and events 
within the story (beginning-middle-end) which move the 
plot along

•	Prop  –   any object used by an actor in a scene

•	Set  –   the scenery, furniture or background for a play

•	Conflict  –  problems that the characters have to solve 

Theater Terms

Vocabulary
Hoarfrost – ice crystals on objects such as grass, tree branches or leaves
Tracking – following the trail of something
Responsibility – being dependable and making good choices
Woozle – an imaginary animal in the world of Pooh that resembles a weasel
Hostile – very unfriendly
Impose – to force something unwelcome on someone
Suppose – to assume something without proof or knowing for certain
Propose – to offer an idea or plan
Muddled – a state of confusion
Deluded – believing something that is not true
Luncheon – a fancy lunch
Wherefore – for what reason?
Heffalump - an imaginary animal that resembles an elephant
Undoubtedly – without a doubt
Demise – a person’s death
Dusky – darkish in color
Dawn – the first light in the sky before sunrise
Nab – to steal something
Quest – a long search for something
Amiss – not quite right or out of place
Cottleston Pie – an imaginary pie that represents respecting yourself no 
matter what
Riddle – a question that requires a complicated answer, presented as a game
Customary Procedure – what is normally done in similar circumstances
Condensed Milk – canned milk that has been thickened and sweetened
Bell-Rope – a rope attached to a bell
Retire – to bed or withdraw from a place
Sanctuary – a place of safety
Gesundheit	–	A	German	word	used	to	wish	good	health	to	a	person	who	
has just sneezed
Overcome – succeed with dealing with a problem
Rumors – a story about someone that may or may not be true
Heartfelt – sincere or strongly felt
Sustain – strengthen
Sustenance – food or drink used as a source of strength or nourishment
Gaiety – the state of being cheerful
Mulberry Bush – a tree with dark red or purple fruit
Bonhomie – a French word that means cheerful friendliness
Genuine – true or sincere

•	Christopher Robin
•	Owl
•	Rabbit 
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ACTIVITY #1 – ‘GOING TO THE THEATER’ 
(grades Pre-K - 4)

Learning Targets:  Students will practice and define 
appropriate behaviors when seeing a live performance.
Materials: Board or paper and marker to make list of 
student ideas
Classroom Setup: Seated circle to start, with room to walk 
around.

What the Teacher does:

1. Initiate a discussion with questions such as “how do  
we behave at school?” “how do we behave at home?”  
“on the playground?” “at the library?” etc.

2. Introduce the question “how do we behave at the 
theater?” and encourage students to share ideas.

3. Designate areas of your classroom to be various 
locations. Have students move around the room and 
encourage students to act out the appropriate behavior 
when they are in each space.

4. Once they have established the appropriate behaviors, 
write a list of ground rules that will apply when going to 
the theater.

Adapted from: 
http://www.usq.edu.au/artsworx/schoolresources/
piedpiperofhamelin/preparingyourstudents

Learning Standards
Theater: Cn11.1
Common Core Language Arts: SL.1, SL.2, SL.3
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ACTIVITY #2 – ‘IDEAL COSTUMES’ 
(grades K - 4)

Learning Targets:  Students use their imaginations to design 
art pieces. Then, they use critical thinking skills to compare 
their drawings with the costumes they saw in the show.
Materials: An outline person for each student and colored 
drawing instruments. Paper can be any size but must be large 
enough to draw specific clothing.
Classroom Setup: No special set-up required

Bridge In: (Before seeing the play) 

•	 Have a brief discussion about the characters the students 
expect to see in the play. 

•	 Ask students to name the characters in the play or have 
the teacher write down a list for them to reference.

•	 Make sure the students know the characters are larger 
than life versions of different animals. Pooh is a bear, 
Piglet a pig, and Eeyore a donkey etc. Remind the 
students that human actors will be playing these animals.

•	 Have students share ideas about how costumes help the 
human actors transform into the characters in the story. 

Main Event: 

•	 Give	each	student	a	piece	of	paper	with	an	outline	of	a	
person.

•	 Tell them to choose a character and draw the perfect 
costume for them.

•	 When everyone is finished, have students set their 
drawings on their desks or on the walls and do a “gallery 
walk.

•	 Ask students to make observations about each drawing, 
making specific comments on how the clothing indicates 
character traits. 

Follow Up: (After Seeing the Play)

After seeing the play, come back to these drawings and the 
character list and have a discussion about what expectations 
were met and what was different than they expected. 
    
Learning Standards 
Theater: Re7.1, Re8.1, Cn11.2
Visual Art: Cr2.2, Re7.1, Re7.2.
Common Core Language Arts: SL.1, SL.2, SL.3
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ACTIVITY #3 – ‘GIVING AND ACCEPTING’  
(grades 1-4)

Learning Targets:  Students will develop improvisation skills 
by using voice (dialogue) and body (action) to share ideas 
with an audience.  
Materials: None
Classroom Setup: This can be done in a circle or have a space 
be “the stage.”

What the Teacher Does:
1. Divide students into pairs. Identify one student as A and 

the other as B. 
2.  Explain to the students that A is going to give B an 

imaginary gift. B will “open” the gift, decide what it is and 
exclaim “It is a _______!” B will thank A; and A will accept 
the thanks. 

3.  Have the students reverse roles. 
4.  Continue until all pairs have played both roles. 
5.  Encourage the students to share what they have observed 

from this activity. Which role did they like best? Why? 

Extensions: 
What are some of the different reactions you noticed from the 
gift receivers? What type of gifts might give such responses? 

Try the game again, pretending to be a specific character 
(Pooh, Piglet, Rabbit, Eeyore, Owl, Christopher Robin) giving/
receiving gifts. How did your reactions change? 

Learning Standards
Theater: Cr 1.1, Cr2.1, Cr5.1, Cr6.1, Pr5.1, Cn10.1
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ACTIVITY #4 – ‘CHARACTER BODY LANGUAGE’’  
(grades Pre-K - 3)

Learning Targets:  Students will develop skills in listening, 
movement, observation.
Materials: None
Classroom Setup:  Standing Circle

What the Teacher does:
Invite the students to demonstrate, using their bodies, how 
they would represent each character in the play. Name 
a character, all students strike a pose representing that 
character. Then go around the circle and invite them to say a 
line that the character did or might say. 

WELCOME, EDUCATORS!Winnie the Pooh 
   

ACTIVITY #4  (continued)
Who are the characters in Winnie the Pooh:

•	 Pooh	–	kind	and	unassuming
•	 Piglet	–	nervous	and	loyal
•	 Eeyore	–	sad	and	faithful
•	 Rabbit	–	organized	and	eager
•	 Owl	–	wise	and	absurd
•	 Christopher	Robin	–	encouraging	and	caring

Extensions: 
Teacher reviews the six characters then invites the 
students to choose a character. As you go around the circle 
the observers use body and verbal clues to guess which 
character they think the student represents.

Learning Standards 
Theater: Cr1.1, Pr4.1, Pr5.1a, Pr6.1, Re8.1, Re9.1, Cn10.1
Language Arts: SLK.1, SLK.3, SLK.4, SLK.4, SLK.5, SL1.1, 
SL1.3, SL1.4, SL1.5, SL2.1, SL2.3, SL2.4, SL2.5, SL3.1, 
SL3.3, SL3.4, SL4.1, SL4.3, SL4.4
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AFTER THE SHOW:
DISCUSSION, VISUAL ART AND WRITING 
PROMPTS 
1. Pooh’s friends were all different, but he valued all 

of them. Choose three people that you admire - 
friends, family, teachers, or more. What traits do 
you admire about each of them? How are they 
different from each other? How are they similar?

2. In the play, Eeyore celebrates his birthday, and his 
friends give him gifts. If you could get Eeyore a 
present, what would you give him? Why? Draw a 
picture of the present you’d give to Eeyore.

3. Write a letter to your favorite character in the play. 
What did you admire about them? Do you share 
something in common?

4. Describe the StoryBook set.  How many different 
settings were there? Describe how the artist 
designed them.  Draw a picture of your favorite set 
from the play.

5. Describe the StoryBook costumes. What were they 
made out of? Which one was your favorite? Draw a 
picture of it.  

Learning Standards
Theater: Cr2.3, Cn10.1, Re7.1, Re8.1, 
Visual Arts: Cr1.2, Cr2.2, Cr3.1, Re7.2, Cn10.1
Language Arts: W.1, W.3
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ACTIVITY #5 – ‘YES, LET’S!’  
(grades Pre-K - 2)

Learning Targets:  Students will develop improvisation skills 
including listening, physicality, and working together.

What the Teacher Does:
1. Have students meet in a standing up circle and share that 

we are going to act out actions using our bodies but not 
our voices which is called “mime.”

2.	 Give	the	first	example	saying	something	like,	“Let’s	build	
a sandcastle.” Everyone in the circle should reply with the 
line “Yes, let’s!” and then mime the action from their spot in 
the circle.

3. Let the students mime the activity for a little bit then ask 
the next person, “What should we do next?” They should 
respond with “Let’s ______.” Everyone should respond “Yes, 
let’s!” before launching into the next mimed activity.

Extensions: 
For an extra challenge, see if students can remember some 
activities the characters did in the story. For example, 
following footsteps, popping a balloon, dancing, singing, or 
eating honey.

Learning Standards
Theater: Cr1.1, Cr3.1. Pr4.1, Pr5.1, Re9.1, Cn11.2
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